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Okay, I’m not talking about our favorite beverage, but
about the team of hard-working volunteers led by Bill
Harp growing out the roses for this year’s rose sale.

Editorial
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First, we had the opportunity to stick cuttings and grow
out plants in the new greenhouse at Consumnes River
College thanks to Horticultural Professor Dave Andrews. We also had two volunteers, Kathryn Mackenzie
and Karen Jefferson, who each stuck and grew large
numbers of cuttings at home. In addition to Bill,
Kathryn and Karen, the propagation team included
Anita Clevenger, Lynda Ives, Tom Jefferson and myself.

Care of
5
Propagated Roses

Taking cuttings to the greenhouse afforded us the opportunity to experiment with various techniques and
record what we did, all of which is reported in this issue.
Results of our efforts will be available for purchase at
this year’s Open Garden on April 18. We think visitors
(and rosy shoppers) will be pleased.
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Lynda Ives

This is the procedure we used to propagate rose cuttings
taken from the Historic Rose Garden beginning on September 26, 2014:




In the morning, we took stem cuttings from “Cemetery
Musk Seedling”, ‘Surf Rider’, “Louise Ave,” ‘Mlle de
Sombreuil’ and “Ferndale Red China”.
We tried to select stems that were green and actively
growing, not too woody and not too soft. We looked for
stems that had at least 4 buds. We made the cut about
an inch below the lowest bud on the stem so that we
would be able to trim off the end later. Stems averaged
about 8 inches long, some shorter and some longer.
(Continued on page 4)
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EDITORIAL
While the primary goal of the Historic Rose
Garden is to preserve roses grown by California pioneers and roses found in early California gardens, we also have assigned ourselves
the task of education. Specifically, educating
the public about these plants—the history of
roses and various classes of roses as well as
cultivation techniques. To that end, Rose Garden volunteers have educated ourselves.
This year, growing roses in the CRC greenhouse, we focused our learning efforts on
propagation. It would be great if every gardener had a state-of-the-art greenhouse, but
much of what we learned can be shared with
backyard propagators and I commend those
volunteers who spent time with Dave at Consumnes River College honing skills that can
be shared with our visitors.
Rose Garden volunteers are also deep into
planning details for Open Garden in April. The
event will include garden and history tours,
giving visitors an opportunity to see the garden at it’s best. The event also gives volunteers an opportunity to show off a little—all the
hard work pays off each spring. That we will
have more successfully propagated roses for
sale makes us feel pretty good, too. Of
course, spending time with our rosy visitors
will make Open Garden a highlight of the year.
Comments, questions, suggestions:
Judy Eitzen
Verlaine@citlink.net
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Events in the Historic Rose Garden
Early Bloom Tour
March 28
10:00 a.m.
Open Garden
April 18
9:30—2:00
Romance Among the Roses
April 26
Ticketed evening event
Deadheading at Dusk
May 4
HEADLINE
June 1
July 6
AugustSUB-HEAD.
3
SUB-HEAD.
September
7
SUB-HEAD. SUB-HEAD.
Deadheading at Daybreak
May 16
June 20
September 19
Propagation Class
September 12
Fall Color Tour
November 21
10:00
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CURATOR’S CORNER
Spring is here already! While most of the USA has
been suffering record cold and snowfalls, we’ve been
basking in the sun and hoping for rain. January
2015 was the driest on record. It’s given us time to
prune madly, spurred by the realization that many
of the Teas, Chinas and Hybrid Teas never stopped
growing and blooming throughout the winter. We
usually count on a period of semi-dormancy, but it
was very brief, if nonexistent, for many of the roses
this year. Mid-winter always seems like a race to
spring. Nature inevitably wins, but made it to the
finish line earlier than ever this year.

Anita Clevenger
(and during) a heavy rain in early February. It was
just in time. The roses began to push new leaves
well before Valentine’s Day, and the rain prompted
weeds to fill the aisles and plots. We are now at the
point where we stop pruning, enjoy the spring unfurling and pull a few (or many) weeds.

On January 10th, we had the best turnout for the
Pruning Party yet, with 30 people coming to work
on the roses and enjoy lunch together.
STEPHEN
AND SALLY

One week later, Stephen Scanniello demonstrated
pruning techniques for climbing roses during two
workshops attended by 40 people. Some tried their
hand on a few of our climbers, but mostly they just
watched the master at work as he first “cleared out
the clutter” from the climbers and then chose which
canes to cut and which to shorten and tie in. We are
all interested in how ‘Sally Holmes,’ ‘Lavender Lassie’ and “Peggy Martin” will respond to Stephen’s
ministrations, and thank him most sincerely for
generously donating his time and expertise.
About ten other people attended workshops on other days in December and January, working on some
of the roses in the process. It takes a village to raise
a child and to prune our roses!
The Sheriff’s work project crew worked hard to
spread composted horse manure and alfalfa before
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Despite our concerted efforts to fight weeds, they
are winning. We spread thick layers of wood chips
atop cardboard years ago, learning that this “sheet
mulching” would control annual weeds but perennials such as Bermuda grass and nutsedge would push
right through. Some of the wood chips we’ve gotten
from the City have included weed-infested dirt or
big pieces of debris. We have just about given up on
getting good chips from the City, which now contracts out tree services. This year, we are going to
buy some walk-on bark and mulch some selected
plots, solarize a few more plots, and keep on weeding, weeding, weeding.
We are helped in this weed battle by the Sheriff’s
crew, and will take any other help that we can get.
We are expecting about 35 Oregon State student volunteers on March 24th, and will try to explain the
difference between a weed and companion plant,
give them some hand trowels, and put them to work.
We hope this will help our garden look its best during peak bloom.
Be sure to come visit the garden as often as you can
this spring, enjoying wave upon wave of bloom as
the different varieties of roses take their turn in the
spotlight. While you are at it, feel free to pull some
weeds!
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PROPAGATION, con’t.
(Continued from page 1)















Materials used

We bundled each set of cuttings together with a
ribbon labeled with a marker, and placed the
bundles in a pail of water.
We transferred the bundles to a cooler filled
with water for transport to the greenhouse.
At the greenhouse, we trimmed the stems, removing any diseased leaves and making an angle
cut at the base of the stem just below the bottom
bud.
Wearing latex gloves, we dipped the cuttings into a bucket containing a dilute Physan solution
to sanitize them. (1)
We wounded the stems by scraping off about ½
inch strip of outer layer with our clippers.
We dipped the stems into a solution of ‘Dip n
Grow’, which is a liquid containing IBA 1.0% and
NAA 0.5%. (2) We used the one part hormone to
ten parts water solution as the label recommended.
We stuck the stems directly into 4” deep perlite
on the misting table, in rows placed about 6”
apart, labeled at each end with plastic tags.
Dave set the mist to go off for 15 seconds at 10
minute intervals. A translucent plastic tent was
placed over a table frame. Dave adjusted the
mist to maintain a moist environment.
The mist table includes bottom heat which kept
the temperature at about 78-80°F.
Cuttings were checked by team members weekly
and Dave also checked to be sure settings were
appropriate.

UNDER THE TENT
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Sharp pruning clippers, Lysol spray, orange tape,
permanent markers for labels, water, large bucket,
cooler, latex gloves, Physan, Dip n Grow, Perlite,
and plastic tags.

FIRST CUTTINGS ON THE
MIST TABLE

Strikes
The cuttings began to strike strong white roots within two weeks of sticking. We discovered roots were
growing only out of the areas of the stem that had
been wounded, which on most cuttings was only on
one side. On subsequent batches we wounded each
cutting all around the stem, which produced evenly
growing roots.
_____
1) Physan 20 manufactured by Hydrofarm is a
broad range disinfectant, fungicide, virucide,
and algaecide which effectively controls a wide
variety of pathogens on hard surfaces and
plants.
2) IBA and NAA are rooting auxins recognized as
root inducing. Dip n Grow is one of the most
effective rooting hormones available as it contains both rooting auxins. Also, because alcohol
is used as the solvent for the active ingredients,
Dip ‘N Grow is self-sanitizing. Cross-contamination problems are eliminated.
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CARE OF GREENHOUSE PROPAGATED ROSES
In November of 2014 we began potting up rooted
cuttings. If well rooted, they went into gallon pots,
if not, into bands. Most went into gallons. We used
a good quality potting soil—Empire Builder brand—
recommended by Karen Jefferson, which we found
to be fairly wettable and water retentive, with a good
mix of added nutrients.
After a month or so we tested the soil for salt buildup by running a calibrated amount of water through
selected pots, collecting the water, and measuring
the dissolved minerals with a pair of electrodes.
Dave Andrews said that dissolved salt measurements greater than 800 parts per million were disadvantageous: our first measured pot gave us less
than 600 ppm.

Bill Harp

Though the greenhouse has provided a great sanctuary for the roses, we’ve encountered a few problems:
1. The roses grew very quickly in the warm and
protected environment; to the point of blooming
and becoming leggy. We’ve literally nipped
buds, pruned some plants back by half their
height, and we’ve had to stake more than a dozen of the most vigorous climbers.
2. A number of roses began to appear slightly chlorotic. Whether this is a cultivation issue or a
matter of the weak winter light, we haven’t been
able to tell. As an experiment, we’ve given a
number of the most affected roses a feeding of
dilute Miracle-Gro (1/4 tsp to ½ gallon of water). And we’ve considered moving some of the
roses outside of the greenhouse environment.
It’s humbling to realize how much we don’t know.
Does overwatering look very different from underwatering? Overfeeding vs underfeeding? Too much
or too little moisture or heat in the propagation
tents? I suspect that many of the answers to these
questions will just be empirical: what worked best
for the different roses? We all went into this project
with the primary goal of creating roses for the Open
Garden in April… but we also went into it to learn.
We’re learning.

CHECKING
FOR
ROOTS
GALLON POTS
IN DECEMBER

We determined a twice weekly watering schedule
was about right to keep the plants properly hydrated
in the greenhouse setting, and we’ve tried to avoid
overwatering and underwatering. With 200+ plants
packed rather tightly onto three greenhouse tables,
it’s been very difficult to water evenly. The soil begins to change to a lighter color as it dries; but
we’ve also depended on a weight test to judge—the
pots are heavier or lighter depending on hydration.
This means you pretty much have to pick up and
inspect every pot.
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STRIKE RATES

Anita Clevenger

How many cuttings does it take to grow a new
rose? In our back yards, we consider ourselves
lucky if a quarter to half of our cuttings "strike"
roots. The transition from rooted cutting to wellgrown plant is not easy, either, and we often lose
plants when we pot them up. We took ample cuttings to the greenhouse and were stunned to find
that our success rate was over 90% on many cuttings! The roses seemed almost ridiculously eager
to grow roots. For many of them, every single cutting grew.
A few roses were the exception, however. We were
able to get only three "Grandmother's Hat" to grow
despite sticking dozens of good cuttings. We tried a
stronger mixture of rooting hormone, adding Nature's NOG (1) to the cuttings, and squirting additional rooting hormones into the perlite bed at the base
of the cuttings. Most of the cuttings did nothing.
We've been told that Burling Leong, owner of Burlington Nursery in Visalia, considers it easy to
root. So does Dr. Malcolm Manners of Florida
Southern College. Both of them propagate in
warmer conditions than the Cosumnes greenhouse,
so we wonder if temperatures make a difference. We also know that some roses root better at
different times of the year. We'll keep trying to figure out how to propagate this favorite rose so that
we can offer it in future sales.

We also had very little luck with a Centifolia Rose,
'Crested Moss,' also known as 'Chapeau de Napoleon' and 'Cristata.' Most of its cuttings died from the
base, but a couple sent out small roots but refused to
thrive when potted up. This rose suckers, so perhaps the best approach to future propagation will be
to dig suckers. We don't grow it in the cemetery garden because we have not found it in any historic gardens, but some of us grow it at home and love its
wildly foliated sepals and fragrant, long-lasting
blooms. We also found "Dawn Crest" and 'Surf Rider' harder to propagate, but will have several plants
of each available for sale.
A surprising success was tiny 'Petite Perle
d'Or.' This cute little plant was hybridized by Robert
Rippetoe from a cross of 'Perle d'Or' x
'Cinderella. He gave us permission to propagate it
for the cemetery sale. We will have several for sale,
and will save one for the silent auction. It's the perfect little plant to grow in a pot in a spot where you
can closely observe it, such as by your front
steps. The flowers quickly fade from apricot to
white, repeating throughout the season on a onefoot-tall plant.
______
(1) Nature’s NOG (Natural Organic Growth) is an
organic compound developed by a horticulturalist at
Clemson University designed to stimulate plant
growth.

THANK YOU
Many thanks to Dave Andrews, head of the Horticulture Department at Cosumnes River
College, for generously making his greenhouse available for our propagation efforts. We
have greatly benefited from Dave's expertise, advice and assistance. The learning experience alone has made this effort worthwhile. Better yet, we have nearly 250 plants for sale
in many hard-to-propagate varieties. propagate. All members of the propagation team Bill Harp, Lynda Ives, Judy Eitzen, Karen Jefferson, Emily Christensen, Anita Clevenger
and Kathryn Mackenzie - are deeply grateful to Dave and to the college for allowing us to
volunteer there.
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A ROSE FOR JIM HENLEY
When “Cemetery Musk Seedling” first appeared in
our garden, we realized it was something special.
Seedlings commonly pop up in rose garden from
seeds that have been randomly pollinated by the
bees. In most cases, they are left for a while to see
what happens and subsequently removed.
This rose however, was uncommon. It continually
produced clusters of blush-tinted white single flowers with a delicious clove scent and decorative little
red hips, surrounded by disease-free, bright green
foliage. We are told that its long, supple canes can
be

trained as a climber or pillar rose. Left unsupported
in the cemetery, it fountained into an arching bush
about four feet tall and five to six feet wide.
The Old City Cemetery Committee board asked if
there was a rose that could be named in honor of
legendary former City Historian Jim Henley, whose
vision encouraged the restoration of the Sacramento
Historic City Cemetery and the formation of the Historic Rose Garden. Jim Henley passed away on May
12, 2014. When we tell the story of the founding and
development of the Sacramento Historic Rose Garden, his name is not always mentioned. However,
his support and encouragement were essential to
our garden's existence and success.
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Anita Clevenger
Former curator, Barbara Oliva, recalls that Jim was
aware that there were no Sacramento rose gardens
with heritage roses and was eager to establish a garden where the roses grown by Sacramento's earlier
residents could be displayed. When Fred Boutin
and Jean Travis suggested forming such a garden in
the cemetery, Jim set aside three cemetery sections.
Volunteers began planting roses in the Broadway
section in 1992, and expanded to Cadwalader (West
Bed) and Brunner (East Bed) as the collection expanded. Jim gave us historic fencing from another
location to construct arbors for
a few of the
climbing roses.
Under his guidance, we set up
the rose garden
within the City's
“Gifts to Share”
program so that
the public could
donate
funds.
Later, he encouraged the Historic
Rose Garden to
join forces with
the Old City
Cemetery Committee (OCCC)
when it incorporated as a nonprofit.
When
Barbara had a concern about the garden, she went
to Jim, and he resolved it.
We will introduce “Cemetery Musk Seedling” as the
‘Jim Henley’ rose during our Open Garden, and
have propagated twenty plants of it for sale. A formal dedication of the ‘Jim Henley’ rose will take
place later in the year. We hope this rose will grace
rose gardens everywhere in his memory. It epitomizes Jim’s tireless efforts in support of Sacramento's history, and the great debt that our rose
garden owes to him.
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HARDENING OFF

Anita Clevenger

It's not easy to send our rose babies out into the
cold, cruel world, but that's what we have to do to
get them ready for the April sale. In the past, we've
propagated in our back yards and all of our plants
have spent the winter outside. Dave Andrews has
reduced the temperature in the greenhouse, but our
roses need more light and more stressful conditions.
We have the
space in the
Cosumnes
greenhouse for
the roses to
grow there indefinitely, but
just as mother
birds need to
kick their babies out of the
nest, so must
we force our plants outside.

FEBRUARY DATA

Thanks to the propagation team, we’ve kept records
of strike rates and results of various attempts to
root cuttings, grow them up and progress into pots
and eventually harden off.
The chart below shows progress of the greenhouse
roses in December and February on cuttings taken
beginning in September. In some cases, roses potted up by December were lost by February. In other
cases, roses too small or weak were not potted up
until after December and were doing quite well in
February.
As Anita mentioned on page 6, we experienced a
remarkable improvement in strike rates growing
roses in the CRC greenhouse.
The chart shows bars representing each rose, but all
the rose names do not fit in a format this small. A
final results chart with all details will be posted on
the Cemetery Rose website after Open Garden. Be
sure to check the propagation section .

A hard freeze might damage them outdoors, but we
think that is unlikely. We can cover them up if the
temperatures dip, just as we do with our other tender garden plants. So, we will soon be dispersing
the greenhouse roses to their foster homes. Our
propagation team will give them the best possible
conditions and bring the newly toughened-up plants
to the Open Garden sale.

www.cemeteryrose.org

Greenhouse Results
120.00%
100.00%
80.00%
60.00%
40.00%
20.00%
0.00%

December
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Judy Eitzen

February
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SPRINGING FORWARD
With the registration of the Sacramento Historic City
Cemetery on the National Registry of Historic Places,
we’ve intensified our efforts to keep roses and other
plants from obstructing monuments. We’ve been clearing companion plants and weeds at least six inches away
from flat markers and making some tough decisions
about the roses. To make space, we’ve taken out a few
modern roses that aren’t needed in our collection, including ‘Wind Chimes,’ a 1946 Hybrid Musk with bright pink
single flowers. This mountain of a rose nearly filled a 20ft-square plot in the East Bed (Plot 520). It took the
Sheriff’s Work Project crew most of a morning to cut it
back and dig it out.
“Malespina Red China” was not nearly as big, but it
blocked a headstone at the top of the West Bed. We loved
its huge mass of red flowers, but it was the right plant in
the wrong place. We cut it back hard and the Sheriff’s
crew dug it out carefully. They moved it to a corner of
Plot 520, along with its neighbor ‘Green Rose’ that was
also in front of a headstone. We look forward to seeing
these roses in their new location. In their place, we are
going to grow several miniature roses collected from historic sites in Calaveras and Sonoma counties. We can
observe them closely in this location (Plot 476), and keep
them compact so that headstones and their symbols and
inscriptions are visible.
Five or six years ago, we trained ‘White Maman Cochet,
Climbing’ over the door of the Haymond mausoleum at
the top of the Broadway Bed. It was picturesque but unruly. It obscured the name on the mausoleum and some
of its decoration, and sent canes high up over the roof, so
we’ve trimmed it back. The rose now climbs at the eastern
and north sides of the mausoleum. It is supported by a
rebar frame, and minds its manners much better.
We have always managed some roses with shovels. Many
of the species roses, Gallicas, Albas, Rugosas and some
Hybrid Perpetuals sucker madly when grown on their
own roots, as they are in the cemetery. We have to dig
them up or find a way to contain them. A few of the plots
now have a 24” wide sheet of heavy plastic “bamboo barrier” to keep roses like ‘Banshee’ and ‘Therese Bugnet’
from taking over. We’ve reduced the footprint on a number of these roses to keep them from crowding head-
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Anita Clevenger
stones or straggling out of bounds. In Europe, these roses are usually grown budded onto a rootstock which causes them to grow in a vase-like shape above the bud union.
As we struggle to keep our own-root roses within bounds,
we can see the logic in budding them!
We’ve planted sixteen new roses this year, continuing our
efforts to collect and preserve found roses from other
Northern California sites and elsewhere. We are especially excited to add some additional Calaveras County
found roses from the Master Gardener demonstration
garden in San Andreas, collected thanks to Bev Vierra
and propagated by Kathryn Mackenzie and Janelle
Michel. We’ve also planted a few roses that are duplicates of rare roses in our collection or replacements for
roses that we have lost. We put green plastic fencing
around the smaller ones for protection. We’ll keep an eye
on them very closely this summer to ensure that they get
the water and care that they need. We look forward to
learning more about these new roses.
Often, found roses surprise us. They may be collected in
unirrigated sites choked by weeds and grazed by deer. In
their original location, that can appear to be miniature or
small shrubs. Given water, some compost, and space,
they can grow to an enormous size. For example, we’ve
been struggling to contain two plants of ‘Le Pactole’ that
were planted much too close to the edge of their plot.
Last year, we tried putting a rebar support under one of
them and cut the other back. This year, we removed the
rebar and plan to prune both of these plants to keep them
within bounds. In general, we let our roses grow “to their
maximum potential” in size. That works, unless they are
too big for their space. Sometimes, we simply have to
prune them or move them.
All of these changes will make the garden seem less untamed, but is a necessary evolution. We are dedicated to
fulfilling our mission “to identify, collect and preserve
roses that are part of California’s horticultural heritage,
while enhancing the Sacramento Historic City Cemetery.”
Anybody who has spent time in our garden knows how
wonderful it is to garden in this historic site with its gorgeous funerary art. We seek to be the best possible tenants, continuing in the tradition of our beloved Victorian
garden cemetery.
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PATHOGENS

Anita Clevenger & Judy Eitzen

POWDERY MILDEW

CROWN GALL

In our cemetery garden, some roses have powdery
mildew every spring and fall when temperatures
range between 60 and 80 degrees. Our “mildew
magnet” varieties suffer little permanent damage
other than unsightly white powder on the leaves and
some distortion of new growth. The active fungus
subsides when temperatures get hot in the summer
or during winter rain. Not only does powdery mildew not need moist conditions to grow, overhead
moisture inhibits growth. On the most infected
plants, we prune out damaged and diseased canes to
encourage air circulation and hose off the foliage.
Otherwise, we simply consider it a seasonal condition and take no action.

We have lost a number of plants in the rose garden
to crown gall, a soil-borne bacterial pathogen that
infects plants through open wounds. Anita sent two
new samples to the state lab, but they were too dead
to test. After some discussion with Lucy Kumagai,
they arranged for her to visit the Rose Garden to try
to collect some live samples. Lucy is a Senior Plant
Pathologist with the California Plant Pest and Diagnostics Laboratory of the California Department of
Agriculture and joined us in a tour of the garden on
a beautiful, unseasonably warm February day.

In the greenhouse, we had perfect mildew growing
conditions. Not only were temperatures in the right
range, other mildew-encouraging factors were present. The light level was low, plants were growing
closely together inhibiting air circulation,
and the potting soil
was rich. According
to UC Davis, “lush foliage and shade encourage growth.”
What were we to do?
We rinsed off the foliage during our twiceweekly visits, removed damaged leaves and buds,
staked the climbing roses and moved the plants further apart. Dave Andrews also sprayed some of the
most infected plants with neem oil, a plant-based
organic horticultural oil. All of these actions were in
accordance with UCD guidelines, and the plants
look much better.
We will make sure all plants offered for sale are as
mildew-free as possible. The varieties that we’ve
propagated don’t show excessive mildew in the garden, so we expect that our plants will be healthy
once they grow outside and mature. Dealing with
powdery mildew has been yet another greenhouse
learning experience!
More information can be found at:
http://www.ipm.ucdavis.edu/QT/
powderymildewcard.html.

We looked at several roses and Lucy took samples of
several. She explained that crown gall bacteria enter
through a wound and insert a plasmid into the
plants which causes the overgrowth of tissue.
Wounds are most often caused by careless use of
tools.
Wounded plants are not always infected because
some bacteria are benign. Laboratory examination
of the DNA from the plants can differentiate between infectious and benign pathogens. Observations:
 Galls appear as knobby growth at or below the
soil line.
 This growth (the gall) is often corky in texture –
relatively soft.
 Galls that are whitish in color contain active bacteria. Brown galls are usually dead.
We discussed the importance of maintaining a
“clean” environment. We should
avoid
cutting
plants with tools
that have been in
contact with the
soil.
Not only
should we clean
pruners and loppers when working
on
these
plants, but we
should
avoid
touching wounds with dirty hands or gloves because
we can easily carry bacteria without knowing it.
Tools can be kept clean with isopropyl alcohol or
(Continued on page 11)
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PATHOGENS, con’t

IN THE GREENHOUSE

(Continued from page 10)

Lysol disinfectant. Disinfectant should be used after
each cut made on infected roses.
Lucy said that the crown gall bacterium could be
systemic to the plant, but not always. She encouraged us to propagate infected plants then observe
them to see if they develop any gall. She suggested
dipping all cuttings into gall preventative such as
“Galltrol.”
We spent a brief time discussing rust - not much we
can do about this and other fungal infections such as
powdery mildew and blackspot. The spores are everywhere, and infect plants conditionally, appearing
in spring and fall when it is cool and moist. Fungus
and virus don’t need a wound to infect the plant.
Because of our hot, dry summer climate, we don’t
tend to have a great problem with these diseases. If
diseased leaves are really unsightly, we may remove
infected tissue and wait for warmer weather.
We also examined dieback and damaged canes during our tour with Lucy. She suggested cutting dieback several inches on plants that seem to be in decline, as there may be an unseen infection in the
cane, and to
clean our tools
after each cut.
She took samples of two roses
to see if the lab
can isolate the
pathogens. She
was surprised to
learn we don’t
have problems
with aphids this
time of year. We
explained there are so many aphid predators in the
Cemetery that aphids are rarely a problem. It was a
very informative morning.
Lucy enjoyed the wide range of roses in our garden
and promises to return.
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CEMETERY ROSE
Got Aphids?
Aphids are soft-bodied insects that
love to chomp new growth and
buds on roses. This time of year,
they are the bane of the rose gardener, but can be controlled.
First, try spraying a stream of water from your hose early in the
morning, knocking them to the
ground. They won’t come back
(though others may appear.) If
plain water doesn’t do the trick, try
using a spray of soapy water or add
tobacco or pepper to the spray.
Aphids will disappear permanently
when eaten by an insect predator
such as ladybeetles. Some gardeners release ladybeetles purchased
at a nursery. Only problem with
this is, they like to disperse from
their companions (competition for
food) and will definitely leave your
garden when the aphids are gone.

Volunteer Activities
There’s a lot going on the Rose Garden this
spring and you can help.
Volunteers are needed for work in the Rose Garden throughout the spring—deadheading, planting perennials, weeding beds, etc. Join us on
Tuesday and Saturday mornings for regular work
days. Bring gloves and wear protective clothing.
The annual Open Garden on April 18 will need
volunteers for a variety of tasks on the day itself
and in preparation for the event.
Romance Among the Roses evening event on
April 26 is also an opportunity for volunteering.
If interested in joining in any of these activities,
please contact us via the website:
www.cemeteryrose.org

Judy Eitzen, ed.
8698 Elk Grove Blvd.
Suite 1, #271
Elk Grove, CA 95624
verlaine@citlink.net
www.cemeteryrose.org
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